WHAT DID WE DO FOR YOU IN 2016?

WE LED

EDUCATION REFORM: published four briefs on K – 12 education policy and a white paper summarizing key themes from 10 regional meetings co-sponsored with the Ohio Department of Education

HEALTH REFORM: advocated for allowing donor advised funds to receive IRA assets and simplifying the private foundation excise tax

CHARITABLE GIVING: IRA charitable rollover

WE CONNECTED

FACEBOOK LIKES: 975
BLOG READS: 2,864
TWITTER FOLLOWERS: 2,016
LISTSERV ASKS AND ANSWERS: 233

WE INFORMED

PROGRAMS > 96
PROGRAM ATTENDEES > 1,104
INFORMATION REQUESTS RESEARCHED > 58
NEWSLETTERS, DIGESTS & REPORTS > 152
WEBSITE VISITS > 45k
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